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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like broomball waivers!

SURPRISE MINI SEARCHER OMG!

Picking Up Dudes
by Steve The Whittaker

Normally I write the many easy
ways for guys to attract the ladies, but I thought it was a bit unfair for me to never address the
opposite concern. So this article
is for you, ladies! I am confident if
you take these tips* to heart they
will help you win his.

OH THERE YOU ARE WINTER!
How nice of you to join us!

My New Year’s Resolutions
by Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Welcome, everyone, to 2012! For some of you, this is the year you
will finally graduate and get out of Houghton forever. For others of
you, this is (supposed to be) your first experience with Houghton
winter and the thrill of broomball! For some arbitrary reason, it’s customary for people to make resolutions to begin the new year – you
know, things like “lose weight” or “stop smoking” or “kick fewer poor
people in the teeth with steel-toed boots.”

Now there is no perfect step by
step procedure to achieve the
end goal of bagging your man
but here are some examples of
situations and pickup ideas for
you to digest and put your own
spin on.
One good approach is to be a
raging bitch. Guys simply love this.
If you can be as much as bitch to
him as possible at every possible
moment you are sure to win him
over with ease. Tell him he is a

complete dim-witted dumb ass,
or that his sense of style is that of
a 70 year old grandparent. Other
options include telling them they
suck at something like sports,
video games, beer pong, drinking, or being manly. The manly
one works best on those kinds
of guys who really like to musclebuild.
Another possible approach is
to snoop into his life. You must
constantly shower him with
questions at inappropriate times
asking what he is doing and who
he is with and other questions
of that nature. If he goes somewhere, follow him. If he starts to
talk to another girl, quickly butt
in and grab his “attention” away
from her. The ultimate goal here
is to make yourself his center of
...see Meat trap on back

So, what has the Daily Bull’s evil dictator resolved to do this year?
Fewer lashings. It was brought to my attention that giving out severe
lashings to my minions when they are disloyal or don’t write was not
the best approach. In fact, I’m pretty sure some of them slacked on
purpose so that they could get whipped, which is just messed up.
Instead, I think I’ll take up puppy-stomping as the new punishment
mechanism.
Fewer misprinted Bulls. Do you people have any idea how many
times I’ve misprinted the Bull? OH MY GOD, LIKE EVERY WEEK. The
printer sometimes jams, or I forget to specify which pages to print, or
sometimes I’m just distracted looking out the window balefully at the
MEEM… either way, there are too many casualties. For the sake of all
the trees out there, I’m going to be more attentive when I prin—OH
MY GOSH, THERE IS A SKI RUNNER 2.

This method may attract the nerdier kind of men. Results not guaranteed
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More cocaine and hookers. In addition to fewer lashings, I think that
my minions would appreciate if there were more hookers – space
...see OMG NEW SHIT on back

482-5100

...from OMG NEW SHIT on front

hookers! On rocket ships! Covered in flames! And lions!
Man. This is going to be an expensive New Year’s resolution.
Good thing I love my minions
– and won’t get the clearance
hookers that come with gonnorherpasyphyllaids.
Be more violent in broomball.
It’s hard to be a presence on
the ice when you’re 5’ 2”. So,
this year, I think I’ll make it a New
Year’s resolution to eat tons of
spinach, wear monstrous boots,
and be a Godzilla on the ice. FEROCIOUS. None shall survive my
tiny Asian fury!
Keep my g-d-f’ing email in line.
Seriously. What a mess. I can’t
even find anything without
spending 30 minutes clicking
‘’next’’ or searching for variations
on “surfing down a mudslide
wearing pleather pants.”
See The Hobbit movie. Enough
said.

News
in Briefs:
Man attempts SkiRunner on Mont
Ripley
by Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

“For its last meal, the education program reportedly has requested spotted dick, jello shots, and
the deep-fried heart of Carl Blair. Michigan Tech
is still working out the legal ramifications of
meeting this request.”

The man, a local MTU student
wrote a note in his dorm room
saying the following:

And, here you have it, straight from the man
himself! Says Cast Iron: “Deep fry my heart
for Blackboard - come now! I’d donate old
toenail clippings but that is it.”

“Dear world,
With blackboard, mastering
physics, wiley plus, aris, and
especially matlab in ENG1101,
there is just no more reason for
me to live normally any more.
And so, I shall attempt to recreate Ski-Runner on Mont Ripley tomorrow. Can you say high-score!
(Get it? High?)”

...from Meat Trap on front

attention at all times.
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Brought to you by the Evil Dictator
Does anyone remember that one article from a
few days ago about BlackBoard? No? Well, let me
refresh your memory on the relevant part:

MONT RIPLEY, MICHIGAN- A local man has died in the hospital
today, after having attempted to
pull off the hit game from a few
years ago,. Ski-Runner, on the
Mont. Sources say he died of
terrible acid over-dose.

Authorities are now attempting
to determine if this was a suicide
attempt, or if stupidity was the
true cause of death (not withstanding the overdose).

I imagine Godzilla Liz looks like this...

“Cast Iron” Carl Blair Responds to Article

One penultimate example before I conclude this article and
this one is a surefire way to nab
a man if you are clever enough.
Basically you must set up a trap.
I mean, physically trap him. You
could for example dig a hole,
camouflage it, and use a plate
of bacon as bait, guys love bacon. Another option is somehow knock him out, whether it is
drugs, alcohol, a hard knock with
a baseball bat, or any combination of those. Once knocked out
drag him to a secret place. You
can keep him there as long as
you desire and more than likely
he will eventually fall for you.
If not, well, just keep him tied
up and he won’t be going anywhere.

Well, shit. He knows we exist now. ...oh, who
are we kidding? Blair, you’re our favorite, even
though we can’t remember the seven signs of
dwarves or whatever.
Eye-witnesses report a crazed man riding the ski-lift to the top, and
embarking down the bowl to get acid that he’d thrown out before
him. Surprisingly, he was able to do this, and kept getting back on
the lift to get more acid. When someone tried to stop him, he just
kept going and going, until he accidentally skied himself into the
Portage, where he fell through the ice. Authorities say he survived
30 minutes under there, thanks to the acid, before dying of overdose. He did however, get the highest score possible.
On that I will end this article, but
here is one final note: if you are
a female that chose to go to
Michigan Tech it is likely you have
made the first step in ensuring
your future with a man. So keep
your hopes high and good luck

to all you ladies in finding the
man you want!
*Editor’s Note: heh. Take these
tips*.
*Comp Editor’s Note: OMG
EWW BEEF TIPS.

Honestly, this picture is probably the best advice in the whole article...

